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These search results have been obtained by 
searching through two classifications for face 
masks using a number of keywords. An initial 
start which can be refined later

As the purpose of this search is to gather 
knowledge, I mainly look at pictures and 
abstracts. The format of this printout is ‘ab-
stract and pictures’. Click through when it 
starts to get interesting.  

Incidentally, this is an 
interactive PDF with search 
results from our search 
software, but in Espacenet 
you can conduct a search in 
the same way.



 

1) Family number: 76738656 (JP2019203217A) © PatBase 

Title:

DISPOSABLE MASK

Abstract:

Source: JP2019203217A To

provide a disposable mask

comprising a mask body for

covering the mouth and nose of

a user, and a plurality of string

members for attaching the

mask body to the head of the

user, in which one end or both

ends of at least one string

member is adhesively fixed to

the mask body directly, and

adhesive strength between a

string member end and an

adhesion part of the mask body

is high.SOLUTION: There is

provided a disposable mask

comprising a mask body for

covering the mouth and nose of

a user, and a plurality of string

members for attaching the

mask body to the head of ...

Probable Assignee:

SHIGEMATSU WORKS 

Assignee(s):(std):

SHIGEMATS WORKS CO LTD ;

SHIGEMATSU WORKS CO LTD ;

SHIGEMATSU WORKS 

Assignee(s):

SHIGEMATSU WORKS CO ; SAT

ASSAY SAKU MAZDA KK 
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This is apparently a way of 
attaching something 

http://www.patbase.com/mosget.asp?ID=76738656&FileSave=JP2019203217A.PDF


 

2) Family number: 53779362 (US2015040920A) © PatBase 

Title:

NON-WOVEN BODY FOR

BINDING MERCURY

Abstract:

Source: US2015040920A A

non-woven body for binding

mercury, comprising a

substrate made from a

nonwoven fabric, wherein the

body is doped with gold on the

outside and with silver on the

inside, is characterized in that

the substrate comprises an

outer ply that encloses the

outside, an inner play that

encloses the inside, and an

electrically neutral intermediate

ply is interposed between the

outer ply and the inner ply.

Such a non-woven body may

be used as a protective mask

of also as lining for a box for

disposal of broken energy-

saving lamps. 

Probable Assignee:

SPANNER STEPHAN 

Assignee(s):(std):

SPANNER STEPHAN 
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http://www.patbase.com/mosget.asp?ID=53779362&FileSave=US2015040920A.PDF


 

3) Family number: 51168971 (US2013213414A) © PatBase 

Title:

ANTI-DUST MASK HAVING A

CIRCULAR PAD PART AND A

FIXTURE FOR A FILTER PART

Abstract:

Source: US2013213414A The

present invention relates to an

anti-dust mask. The anti-dust

mask (1) includes: a pad part

(2) to which a sheet is closely

attached to a front surface

using thermal press forming,

wherein a polyurethane film

(202) adheres to the inner

surface of the sheet and a

spandex fabric adheres to the

outer surface of the sheet; a

fixture (3) for a filter part, to

which the pad part and a

disposable filter part adhere; a

hemispherical filter part (4)

defining a front space to filter

contaminated air; and a one-

way exhaust valve (8). Curves

are formed on the pad part

such that ...

Probable Assignee:

PARK KISU 

Assignee(s):(std):

PARK KI SU ; PARK KISU 
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Apparently, the search 
query is too broad. I need 
to change it to virus barrier 
material

http://www.patbase.com/mosget.asp?ID=51168971&FileSave=US2013213414A.PDF


 

4) Family number: 44555458 (KR200420953Y) © PatBase 

Title:

CLOTHES ATTACHED MISK

Abstract:

Source: KR200420953Y  Machine translation: The idea which it sees at it sees with the fact that regarding the clothing where the mask is formed

to under three the mask is formed in cloth, the possibility of protecting the neck and a mouth part in order to be, the cover to be formed, to the

minute description cover the pocket about under forming it will be able to insert the pad in order, it is regarding one clothing. The idea which it

sees attaches in the collar (collar) which is formed in neck part of general clothing, to one piece end grade of the minute description collar the

beasts ...

Probable Assignee:

ONLY TEA CO LTD 

Assignee(s):

ONLY TEA CO LTD 
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5) Family number: 30261870 (WO04007026A1) © PatBase 

Title:

SHAPE RETAINING MATERIAL,

NOSE CLIP FOR FACE MASK

AND FACE MASK

Abstract:

Source: WO04007026A1 A

shape retaining material that

exhibits satisfactory shape

retaining property capable of

retaining deformed shape, can

be easily disposed of and can

facilitate resin recycling after

disposal and further ensures

high productivity. There are

also provided a nose clip for

face mask and face mask

comprising the shape retaining

material. In particular, a nose

clip for face mask, composed

mainly of a shape retaining

material characterized by

comprising at least a strip

material of oriented polyolefin

resin having a rolling ratio of 5

to 16, a draw ratio of 1.3 to 2.5

and a ...

Probable Assignee:

SEKISUI CHEMICAL CO LTD 

Assignee(s):(std):

MATSUZAKA KATSUO ;

OGASAWARA SHIGERU ;

OSUGA MAKOTO ; SEKISUI

CHEMICAL CO LTD 

Assignee(s):

SEKISUI CHEM CO LTD ;

SEKISUI CHEMICAL CO 
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And, of course, it is also 
important that the mask fits 
properly. How do they ensure 
that is the case here...

http://www.patbase.com/mosget.asp?ID=30261870&FileSave=WO04007026A1.PDF


 

6) Family number: 7710404 (US3804086A) © PatBase 

Title:

SURGICAL VACUUM APPAREL

Abstract:

Source: US3804086A An air

harness in the form of a belt

and a pair of suspenders is

made of flexible multi-

apertured tubing. Ends of the

tubing are coupled to a

connector positioned behind the

wearer and having a

rearwardly projecting main

vacuum duct that connects to a

vacuum hose. The harness and

connector are positioned

entirely beneath the surgical

gown and may be either

separable or inseparable

therefrom. Air is drawn into the

gown and, together with

particles shed from the

wearer's body, is drawn into

the harness tubing for disposal

at a remote location. An

oronasal vacuum aspirator ...

Probable Assignee:

BOYD F AGNEW 

Assignee(s):(std):

AGNEW B ; BOYD F AGNEW 

Assignee(s):

AGNEW B US 
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http://www.patbase.com/mosget.asp?ID=7710404&FileSave=US3804086A.PDF


 

7) Family number: 18535582 (DE353305A) © PatBase 

Title:

GESICHTSMASKE,

INSBESONDERE FUER

MOTORRADFAHRER 

FACE MASK, IN PARTICULAR

FOR BIKERS (Machine

translation)

Abstract:

Source: DE353305A (C laim 1)

1. PATENT-ANSPR-uecHE: r.

Gesichtsmaske, insbesondere

fuer Mo- torraidfahrer, bei

welcher die Atmung durch nach

rueckwaerts geleitete Atmungs

rohre erfolgt, dadurch

gekennzeichnet, dass zwecks

Erzielung einer Frischluft

zirkulation, zur Abkuehlung ider

von der Maske bedeckten

Gesichtspartie und zur

Ableitung der verbrauchten

Luft, im Vor- iderteil der Maske,

entgegen der Fahrt- richtung,

eine durch Filter abgedichtete

oeffnung (2) vorgesehen ist.

 Machine translation: (claim 1)

1 PATENT-claim-itchen: r. Face

mask, in particular for Mo-

torraidfahrer, ...

Probable Assignee:

KARL HEINZE 

Assignee(s):(std):

KARL HEINZE 
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